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An increasing number of common users, in the Internet age, tend to express their emotions on the Web about everything
they like or dislike. As a consequence, the number of all kinds of reviews, such as weblogs, production reviews, and news
reviews, grows rapidly. This makes it difficult for people to understand the opinions of the reviews and obtain useful emotion
information from such a huge number of reviews. Many scientists and researchers have attached more attention to emotion
analysis of online information in the natural language processing field. Different from previous works, which just focused on
the single-label emotion analysis, this paper takes into account rich and delicate emotions and gives special regard to multi-label
emotion recognition for weblog sentences based on the Chinese emotion corpus (Ren-CECps). Using the theory of Bayesian
networks and probabilistic graphical model, the latent emotion variable and topic variable are employed to find out the complex
emotions of weblog sentences. Our experimental results on the multi-label emotion topic model demonstrate the effectiveness
of the model in recognizing the polarity of sentence emotions. © 2015 Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan. Published by
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid expansion of the Internet, the increasing websites
enable people to write reviews and express their emotions on
things that they like or dislike, such as weblogs, product reviews,
news reviews, and so on. It is very popular among common
users to write personal weblog and review product characteristics,
and discuss news on the Web. This results in a large amount of
online information, including individual subjective emotion, on the
Internet. The emotion in the information indicates many different
emotional states such as joy, anger, sorrow, happiness, and so on.
In order to help common users to get opinions of the reviews and
make their own decisions, we need to analyze the emotions people
express on their weblogs or reviews [1–3]. The development of
affective computing technology makes the job that might have
been difficult manually instantly a hot research topic in the field
of natural language processing.

The objective of affective computing is to analyze delicate
human emotions, recognize human emotional states, and optimize
the process of human–computer communication [4], with the great
progress in artificial intelligence and natural language processing.
After the concept of “affective computing” was proposed by
Picard [5], many scientists and researchers not only in artificial
intelligence but also in natural language processing have paid close
attention to the study of emotion analysis or sentiment analysis.
Previous works were devoted to analyzing emotion factors and
extracting emotion features. All kinds of techniques were also
applied to recognize the polarity of emotion features from many
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information formats, such as texts, sounds, facial expressions, and
gestures [6–9].

Text such as weblogs and product reviews plays a basic and
important role among all the communication media on the Inter-
net [6,10]. This may, to some extent, explain why most scientists
extract all kinds of emotion features from text, just like emo-
tion words or phrases, emotion holders, and emotion objects.
Depending on the different levels of text analysis, emotion anal-
ysis of the text can be divided into three levels of interdepen-
dence and mutual support: the analysis of word emotion, the
analysis of sentence emotion, and the analysis of document emo-
tion [11]. The analysis of word emotion mainly focuses on find-
ing the emotion words and judging emotion polarity of words
in the document [12–14]. The analysis of document emotion
focuses on how to use the various machine learning methods
to identify emotion factors in the article and further judge the
polarity of the document [15]. Of the three levels, the analysis
of sentence emotion plays a middle-level role, since it depends
on the analysis of word emotion and can also obtain more
abundant emotional factors to support the analysis of document
emotion.

In this work, we approach the problems of weblog sentence
emotions. Our research is different from traditional text sentiment
analysis in a number of ways. First of all, there is no special
emotion lexicon as in traditional studies. Second, the theory
of Bayesian networks is borrowed to analyze the emotions
of sentences in the context of the article [16,17], while in
traditional methods each sentence is analyzed independently.
Lastly, sentences simply labeled a single emotion as positive or
negative in traditional studies. While a sentence could have several
emotion states, it could be assigned two or more emotion tags
at the same time [18–20]. In this paper, a multi-label emotion
topic model is constructed to recognize the complex emotions of
weblog sentences on the basis of the Chinese emotion corpus Ren-
CECps [21] with detailed emotional tags in each article.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
briefly introduces the related work, including several methods for
the analysis of sentence emotion. Section 3 presents the structure
of Ren-CECps corpus, and Section 4 further elaborates the multi-
label emotion topic model, probability assumption, and inference.
Section 5 describes the experimental process and analyzes the
results, and, finally, Section 6 draws the conclusion and points
out some future work.

2. Related work

It is an important task to carry out emotion analysis of sentences
in an article so as to extract various emotion objects, identify
emotion word/phrase, and judge the emotion polarity and the
intensity of the sentence.

In current studies, it is obvious that there are two basic research
methods on the analysis of sentence emotion: one is based on
emotion knowledge, and the other is based on feature classification.
The first method relies on the existing emotion lexicon or creates a
new emotion lexicon for their research. First, it extracts all emotion
words, recognizes their polarity and the intensity in the sentence,
and then judges the polarity of the sentence by computing the
emotional weight each emotion word carries. The core of the
method focuses on identifying the polarity and the intensity of
emotion words in the sentences. Hu and Liu [1,2] analyzed the
emotion of customer reviews in a similar manner. They probed into
the relationship of synonyms and antonyms in the WordNet and
got the polarity of the emotion word. Then the superior sentiment
of the emotion words of the sentence helps ascertain the polarity of
the sentence. Under an unsupervised learning method, Turney [22]
applied the mutual information between new words and the seed
words “excellent” and “poor” to explore the sentiment of new
words. Our work differs from these works on emotion recognition
in that we do not need any lexicons or any seed words, which is
very important in practice.

The second method takes advantage of machine learning meth-
ods and selects a large number of meaning features to accomplish
emotion classification task. Dave [23] first collected more than
1,000 articles labeled emotion tags, counted the frequency of these
words with n-gram in the article, then made a score based on
the frequency of words, and finally judged the polarity of new
sentences using these emotion features and the scores. Pang [24]
determined the sentiment classification of movie reviews by testing
several supervised machine learning techniques and came to the
conclusion that the machine learning techniques were better than
the method based on manmade tag features. Our work is related
but quite different from their works, as we recognize the senti-
ment of sentences in the article while they perform the sentiment
recognition at the document level.

In current works, some constraints are set, and high-frequency
emotion words are selected from the document to classify the
sentiment in the method of machine learning. As a result, many
no-meaning, high-frequency phrases are extracted while some
low-frequency phrases possessing much emotion information are
missed. Latent topic variable models can automatically generate
topics over all the words, and each topic contains the top N
words, and thus they overcome these shortcomings [17],[25–29].
Most of the latent variable models are based on the latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [26], which is a probability generative model that
can be used to estimate the properties of multinomial observations
by unsupervised learning.

After studying each document in Ren-CECps, we can find
out that there is a close relationship between people’ emotional
states and the topics of the article. The multi-label emotion
topic model is constructed by incorporating the latent emotion
variable into the LDA model. In our model, the word generation

proceedure is determined not only by the topics of the documents
but also by the emotions of the sentences in the document. The
multi-label emotion topic model is a semisupervised model since
the generation of sentence emotions and words need previous
information that can be collected from training set, but the topic
generation procedure is the same as that of the LDA model, which
is an unsupervised procedure.

3. Ren-CECps corpus

In this paper, our study and experiments on emotion recog-
nition are based on Ren-CECps corpus, which contains a total
of 1,487 Chinese weblog articles, 11,255 paragraphs, 35,096 sen-
tences, and 878,164 Chinese words. All these weblog articles are
crawled from the Chinese weblog websites and cover a variety
of domains, including politics, economy, sports and technology,
etc. Each article is annotated with emotion tags at three levels:
sentence, paragraph, and document. At the paragraph and docu-
ment level, emotion annotation includes emotion category, emotion
intensity, topic words, and topic sentence. At the sentence level,
emotion category, emotion intensity, emotion keyword/phrase,
degree word, negative word, punctuation, objective/subjective, and
emotion polarity are all annotated [30].

We only discuss the emotional problems at the sentence level.
Each sentence in Ren-CECps corpus is categorized into a mixed
emotion class which is a subset of eight basic emotion categories:
Surprise, Anxiety, Sorrow, Expectation, Joy, Love, Anger, and
Hate. The intensity of each single emotion is also tagged with a
decimal score from 0.1 to 1.0. Two examples with mixed emotion
classes extracted from Ren-CECps and translated into English are
given below:

a) “ , , ” (Sorrow:
0.7| Anxiety: 0.6). I said to my daughter: “Don’t get angry
and think about what to do in the future.”

b) “ ” (Joy: 0.5| Love: 0.6). They all
survive.

In this paper, if the intensity of single emotion in one sentence
is greater than zero, then the sentence possesses the emotion and
is tagged with an emotion label. For example, the first sentence
possesses two emotions of sorrow and anxiety, and the second
sentence also possesses two emotions of joy and love.

4. Multi-Label Emotion Topic Model

Our research focuses on how to recognize the complex emotions
of the sentence in a document. We propose the multi-label emotion
topic model (MLETM), a generative probabilistic graphical model
based on Bayesian networks, to identify the mixed emotions of
weblog sentences. By using the semi-supervised method, the prior
probability distribution of emotions can be obtained from training
data, while the prior probability of the latent topics cannot be
observed in each document from training data, so we assume that
these prior probability distributions of topics are the same.

We first introduce the basic idea and graphic structure in
the multi-label emotion topic model, and then demonstrate the
probability assumption. Finally, we provide the mathematical
inference for the model in detail.

4.1. Multi-Label emotion topic model structure
MLETM is developed to identify the mixed sentence emotions on
the weblog. It is based on the idea that there is a strong relationship
between the mixed emotions of one sentence and the topic features
of words in the document after carefully studying the Ren-CECps
corpus. Furthermore, the sentence in one document includes some
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Fig. 1. Structure of the multi-label emotion topic model

implicit context information, so it is essential to identify the mixed
emotions of one sentence in the context of the document. We
explore the latent topic features of words in the document and
obtains the context information among sentences. Following this
intuition, we construct a corpus of multi-label emotion sentences
with emotion E over the sentence s , together with the latent topics
z over words w in the document.

As shown in Fig. 1, MLETM is represented in plate notation.
This model contains nine nodes representing nine different ran-

dom variables, like E indicating the random variables of emotion,
and eight directed edges representing the dependent relationship
between two variables, like z → w showing the dependent rela-
tions between the word variable w and topic variable z . In this
graphical model, there are three different kinds of variables: the
categorical variable, the proportional variable, and the observable
variable.

Nodes E , z , and w stand for three categorical variables E , z ,
and w , and all of these categorical variables take discrete values.
To clearly describe the mixed emotions of one sentence in the
document, K binary random variables Edsk are employed to
indicate the presence or absence of the single emotion k of the
sentence s in the document d . As a result, there is a K − plate
outside the emotion node E in Fig. 1. Each word wdsi in one
sentence s of the document d is assumed to follow some unknown
distribution with parameter φ and also receives the influence from
random variables Edsk and zdi , as there are two directed edges from
the nodes E and z in the graph. θ , η, and φ are the proportional
variables and, respectively, count the prior probability of the
categorical variables E , z , and w . Each θd , as a J − dimensional
vector, represents the prior probability of topic j to the variable zdi

in the document d . The directed edge θ → z shows the dependent
relationship between the variable θd and the variable zdi . η is a
K − dimensional vector to count the prior probabilities of emotions
in the K − plate, responding to the different emotion categories.
φ is a K × J × N − dimensional matrix and represents the word

distribution. The element φ1
kjt counts the prior probability of a

word t with topic j and emotion k the sentence possesses, and
the element φ0

kjt counts the prior probability of a word t with
topic j and emotion k the sentence does not possesses. In the
model, α, β, and γ are the observable variables and the values
of these variables can be counted from the training set. γ is a
K − dimensional vector, the element γ 1

k counts the number of
sentences that possess emotion k within the mixed emotions, and
the element γ 0

k counts the number of sentences that do not possess
emotion k .β, which is a K × J × N − dimensional matrix, is the
observable variables of the word. The element β1

kjt , responding to
φ1

kjt , counts the occurrence of a word t with topic j and emotion
k the sentence possesses, and the element β0

kjt , responding to φ0
kjt ,

counts the occurrence of a word t with topic j and emotion k
the sentence does not possess in the training set. All variables
and the meaning of each variable in the model are listed in
Table I.

4.2. Probability assumption In this section, we partic-
ularly demonstrate the probability assumption of these dependent
relationships in the model. As mentioned above, the directed edges
in graphic structure depict dependent relationship among the ran-
dom variables that have the directed relation. For example, a
directed edge z → w indicates the dependent relationship between
word w and topic z .

The word w has three input edges coming from the emotion
node E , topic node z , and parameter φ, so we consider that
the variable w is conditionally dependent on E , z , and φ by the
theory of Bayes networks. But one sentence s has K emotion
indicators Edsk , and each indicator Edsk with topic zdi can affect
the variable w probability distribution. Furthermore, we assume
that each emotion indicator Edsk in sentence s of document d is
independent. Therefore, we can assume that the variable w follows
the categorical distribution by variable φ conditional on E and z for
each K emotion categories; the assumptions are shown as follows:

wdsi |E 1
dsk , z ∼ Categorical(φ1

Edsk zdi
) Edsk = 1 (1)

wdsi |E 0
dsk , z ∼ Categorical(φ0

Edsk zdi
) Edsk = 0 (2)

Topic node z denotes variable z and has one input edge from
variable θ . We also assume that each topic is independent and
follows the categorical distribution. Variable zdi denotes that the
ith word in document d has possessed the topic j or not, so the
assumption is given as

zdi ∼ Categorical(θd ) (3)

As we have assumed that each emotion indicator Edsk is inde-
pendent, here we suppose that the probability distribution of each

Table I. Variables with specific meanings

D Documents in test set w Word
S Sentences in a document z Topic
W Words in a sentence K Emotion number
N Word in the vocabulary J Topic number
α J − vector , αj counts the topic j from a

pseudo-training set
E K − vector , the complex emotion

β0, β1 K × J × N − matrix , β1
kjt counts the occurrence of

a word t with topic j and emotion k , β0
kjt counts

the occurrence of a word t with topic j and no
emotion k

φ K × J × N − matrix , φ1
kjt counts the prior

probability of a word t with topic j and emotion
k , φ0

kjt counts the prior probability of a word t
with topic j and no emotion k

γ 0, γ 1 γ 1 counts the sentence with emotion k from a
training set, γ 0 counts the rest sentences

θ D × J − matrix , θdj is the probability of a word in
document d with topic j

η K − vector , ηk count the prior probabilities that the
kth single emotion
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binary emotion indicator Edsk follows the Bernoulli distribution;
the formula is given by

Edsk ∼ Bernoulli (ηk ) (4)

The Bernoulli distribution is a discrete probability distribution,
which takes the value 1 with success probability ηk and the value
0 with failure probability 1 − ηk .

The proportional variable φ indicates the present or absent
sentence emotion such as φ1

kjt and φ0
kjt . It is assumed that both

of them follow the Dirichlet distribution over the proportional
variables β1

kjt and β0
kjt , which can be shown as below:

φ1
kjt ∼ Dirichlet(β1

kjt ) (5)

φ0
kjt ∼ Dirichlet(β0

kjt ) (6)

The variable η indicates the prior probability of binary emotional
indicators Edsk . It is assumed that the variable η follows the Beta
distribution, which is known as the conjugate prior of the Bernoulli
distribution, which can be shown as below:

ηk ∼ Beta(γ 1
k , γ 0

k ) (7)

The parameter γ 1
k indicates the probability of which sentences

possess emotion k within the multi-label emotions, and γ 0
k

concerns the probability of which sentences do no possesses
emotion k .

4.3. Inference In MLETM, we just recognize sentence
emotion Edsk and topic zdi relating with emotion, while the
values of other variables can be computed as intermediate values
or observed from training data. There are several approximate
inference approaches adapted to the inference of graphical models,
such as mean-field variation, Gibbs sampling, and loopy belief
propagation. The collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm is more
efficient in predicting the values of latent variables E and z , with
other variables integrating out in the deduction. As a result, the
collapsed Gibbs sampling is selected to predict latent variables and
is shown in Algorithm 1.

Given the probability distribution assumption above and the
observed values from training set, the values of these latent
variables can be inferred. According to the dependent relations
on all other variables, the posterior distribution of each emotion
indicator Edsk for the kth emotion of sentence s in document
d is directly proportional to the value of a prior probability
and a likelihood probability by using the Bayesian networks; the
equation is given as

p(Edsk |w , z , E−dsk ; α, β, γ ) ∝ p(Edsk |E−dsk ; γ )

p(wds |w−ds , z , E ; α, β, γ ) (8)

Here, E−dsk represents the set of all emotion indicators except Edsk ,
p(Edsk |E−dsk ) just counts the prior probability of emotion Edsk , and
this probability is also depicted by the kth entity of proportional
variable η. As defined in the probability assumption, variable η

follows the Beta distribution:

η|E−dsk ∼
⎧⎨
⎩

Beta
(
n1

1 + γ 1
1 , · · · , n1

K + γ 1
K

)
Edsk = 1

Beta
(
n0

1 + γ 0
1 , · · · , n0

K + γ 0
K

)
Edsk = 0

(9)

Here, n1
k counts the number of sentences with the emotion k in

the test set, and n0
k counts the number of sentences without the

emotion k in test set. The likelihood of word wds is factorized as

p(wds |w−ds , z , E ; α, β, γ ) =
∏

i∈Wds

p(wdsi |w−dsi , z , E ; α, β, γ )

(10)

Given the probability assumption above, the probability is depicted
by the wdsi entity of proportional variable φ, following the
Dirichlet distribution:

φ1|w−ds , z , E ∼ Dirichlet(n1
kzdi 1 + β1

kzdi 1, · · · , n1
kzdi N + β1

kzdi N )

Edsk = 1 (11)

φ0|w−ds , z , E ∼ Dirichlet(n0
kzdi 1 + β0

kzdi 1, · · · , n0
kzdi N + β0

kzdi N )

Edsk = 0 (12)

n1
kzdi t and n0

kzdi t are a pair of observations, n1
kzdi t counts the

number of words with topic zdi and emotion k that sentence s
possesses, while n0

kzdi t counts the number of words with topic zdi

and emotion k that sentence s does not possess. So (8) can be
inferred further and shown as

p(Edsk |w , z , E−dsk ; α, β, γ )

∝

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

n1
k +γ 1

k
n0

k +n1
k +γ 0

k +γ 1
k

exp

( ∑
i∈Wds

log
n1

kzdi wdsi
+β1

kzdi wdsi∑
t

n1
kzdi t +β1

kzdi t

)
Edsk = 1

n0
k +γ 0

k
n0

k +n1
k +γ 0

k +γ 1
k

exp

( ∑
i∈Wds

log
n0

kzdi wdsi
+β0

kzdi wdsi∑
t

n0
kzdi t +β0

kzdi t

)
Edsk = 0

(13)

The probability of topic zdi conditioned on the other variables is
the probability of the ith word in document d and turns to the
proportion of a prior probability and a likelihood probability; the
equation is

p(zdi |w , z−di E ; α, β, γ ) ∝ p(zdi |z−di ; α)p(wdi |w−di , z , E ; α, β, γ )

(14)

The probability p(zdi |z−di ) is depicted by the zdi entity of the
proportional variable θ , which follows the Dirichlet distribution

θ |z−di ∼ Dirichlet(nd1 + α1, · · · , ndJ + αJ ) (15)

Here ndj counts the number of topic j in document d . So the (14)
is inferred further and given as

p(zdi |w , z−di ,E ; α, β, γ ) ∝ ndzdi + αzdi

Wd + α∗

×
∏

k∈K 1
d

n1
kzdi wdi

+ β1
kzdi wdi∑

t
n1

kzdi t + β1
kzdi t

×
∏

k∈K 0
d

n0
kzdi wdi

+ β0
kzdi wdi∑

t
n0

kzdi t + β0
kzdi t

(16)

Here K 1
d is the subset of emotion indicators in the multi-label

emotion for document d , and K 0
d is the complementary set.

5. Experiments

Since this study aims to recognize the complicated human
emotions from weblog sentences, each sentence of the article
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is given at least one emotion from the total K = 8 emotion
categories, including Surprise, Anxiety, Sorrow, Expectation, Joy,
Love, Anger, and Hate. We select 1000 weblog articles including
21,225 sentences from Ren-CECps corpus for our experiments
based on the multi-label emotion topic model. Ten-fold cross-
validation is performed on the whole data for each experiment, and
the variables α, β, and γ can be obtained from training set. The
parameter α is set as a constant value, which equals the number
of words in the vocabulary for each topic. We now evaluate our
model from three perspectives:

1. The macro-accuracy and macro-precision of the model
2. The accuracy of each single emotion
3. Recognizing the mixed emotions compared with naive

Bayes (NB)

5.1. The macro-accuracy and macro-precision of
the model The experiment analyzes the macro-accuracy and
macro-precision of the model for predicting the multi-label
emotion of weblog sentences. We employ the methods intro-
duced by Tsoumakas [20] to measure the result of experiment.
M (tpk , fpk , tnk , fnk ) is a binary evaluation measure that calculates
the number of true positive (tp), true negative (tn), false pos-
itive (fp), and false negative (fn). The macro-accuracy and the
macro-precision criteria are given as

Macro − accuracy = 1

|K |
|K |∑
k=1

tpk + tnk

tpk + tnk + fpk + fnk
(17)

Macro − precision = 1

|K |
|K |∑
k=1

tpk

tpk + fpk
(18)

Here K , the number of emotions in our model, equals eight.
From Fig. 2, we can find that the macro-accuracy and the macro-

precision are increasing slightly with increasing of the iteration
number and they become stable when the iteration number is above
1000. The minimum of the macro-accuracy is >75%, which proves
that our model is effective in recognizing the mixed emotions of
weblog sentences.

The study of the experimental result shows that the macro-
accuracy is higher than the macro-precision, while the macro-
precision is low. After analyzing the corpus, we find that many
sentences possess one or two emotions of the total eight emotion
classes, and a few of them possess three emotions. The model
also can recognize the emotions well which the sentence does
not have, so that the value of tnk is large in (17), leading to
the macro-accuracy becoming high. It is difficult to recognize
precisely all emotions the sentence possesses, so that the value
of tpk is relatively small, resulting in the macro-precision being
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low. The result of this experiment is consistent with that of the
third experiment.

5.2. The accuracy of each single emotion In MLETM,
we also evaluate the accuracy of each single emotion among com-
plex emotions. Here we give the following accuracy criterion for
each emotion:

Accuracy Ek = tpk + tnk

tpk + fpk + fnk + tnk
(19)

From Fig. 3, we can see that the model is good at recognizing the
single emotion among the complex emotion situation. The lowest
accuracy of a single emotion is >60%, and the accuracy of surprise
is >90%. The accuracy of surprise is the highest, the accuracy of
anxiety is the lowest, and the accuracy of other emotions is in
between the two. All these results also prove that our model is
perfect in recognizing the emotions of weblog sentences.

5.3. Recognizing the mixed emotions compared with
Naive Bayes (NB) Here the method of NB is selected as the
base classifier. The main goal of the experiment is to compare the
performance of two methods by recognizing the complex emotions
that the sentence possesses. Three criteria are as follows:

One–match–precision

= the number of sentences at least one emotion matched

the total number of sentences
(20)

Two–match–precision

= the number of sentences at least two emotions matched

the total number of sentences
(21)

All–match–precision

= the number of sentences all emotions exactly matched

the total number of sentences
(22)

The value of one-match-precision indicates the percentage of the
sentences with at least one single emotion recognized by the
model; the value of two-match-precision denotes the percentage
of the sentences with two emotions identified, and the value of
all-match-precision counts the percentage of the sentences that
possess all complex emotions that have been recognized exactly.
In Table II, the macro-accuracy of MLETM is slightly lower than
the macro-accuracy of NB, but the other four criteria of MLETM
are far higher than NB. The macro-accuracy shows the whole
accuracy, recognizing not only the emotions that the sentence
has but also those that do not. The other four criteria reflect the
precision of precisely recognizing emotions that the sentence has.
The result shows that the method of NB can recognize the emotions
that the sentence does not possess, but fails to recognize those that
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Table II. Result of experiment comparison

NB MLETM

One-match-precision 0.040 0.607
Two-match-precision 0.029 0.327
All-match-precision 0.022 0.154
Macro-precision 0.003 0.348
Macro-accuracy 0.807 0.798

the sentence has. The compared results of the experiment prove
that the performance of MLETM is good. It can also be seen
that the one-match-precision is highest, >60%, while all-match-
precision is the lowest, and two-match-precision is in between the
two. This means that it is easy to judge a few emotions that the
sentence has, but is too hard to recognize precisely all complicated
emotions that people express in practice.

5.4. Discussion In this section, we discuss how to eval-
uate the results of our experiments and find out the factors that
influence the performance of the complex emotion recognition.

The results of the experiments show the effectiveness of our
model in recognizing the mixed emotion of weblog sentences.
The macro-accuracy of the model is >75%, and the one-match-
precision is ∼60% in experiment 3. In experiment 2, the macro-
accuracy of some single emotions is recognized with >90%,
such as surprise. Experiment 3 reveals the good performance on
the macro-accuracy and one-match-precision of mixed emotion
recognition, compared with NB. But the all-match-precision is
<20%. All of the above descriptions show that the emotion of
human beings is so complicated that it is difficult to recognize all
the emotions that sentences possess just by using topic feature of a
word. This inspires us to explore more meaning features to improve
the performance of our model. Imbalance of emotion distribution
in corpus is another factor that influences the emotion recognition,
and thus some emotions of weblog sentences cannot be judged
precisely, as shown in experiment 2. It is a difficult and tough task
for the future.

6. Conclusion

This paper explored the Ren-CECps corpus and proposed the
MLETM to recognize the emotions of weblog sentences by using
Bayesian networks. The idea is based on the strong relationship
between the emotions of sentences and the topics of words in
the article. Furthermore, the latent topic features possess the
context information of the article and can be adopted to avoid
the defects in previous works in which the emotions of sentences
were recognized simply. After obtaining the prior probability
distribution on the topics of words and the prior probability of
sentence emotions from the training set, the experimental results
indicate that the model is effective in recognizing the complex
emotions of sentences in the test data.

Since the corpus is relatively small and the distribution of emo-
tions does not keep balance in Ren-CECps, the parameters is not
precise enough by training, and some emotions of sentences cannot
be recognized precisely in new data, such as anxiety and sorrow.
On the other hand, there are many other grammatical features in
Ren-CECps, such as disjunctive connectives, modification rela-
tions, and negative phrases. We can make full use of these features
to improve the quality of our model, which will be future work.

Finally, it is one of the hardest problems to acquire a basic
and relatively fine-grained emotion corpus in natural language
processing, especially when facing the shortage of Chines emotion
corpus. The Ren-CECps corpus is so valuable that we expect to
take advantage of the corpus to do more research on emotion

analysis in the future. We hope that affective computing will
become more important and popular as more and more people
express their opinions on the Web.
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